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V. Abstract  
Transitioning from adolescence to adulthood is daunting for everyone and even 

more so for autistic adolescents who face poor adulthood outcomes. Autistic 

adults experience higher unemployment levels than those with other disabilities 

or no disability, have low participation in postsecondary education, are 

disconnected from community activities, and are likely to be socially isolated. In 

response to poor adulthood outcomes, there is an increased need for 

adolescent transition services that focus on improving employment, education, 

and community integration outcomes. Interventions aimed at preparing autistic 

adolescents for adulthood should provide individualized learning opportunities, 

offer a wide range of skill development (career development skills, self-

determination skills, and recreation skills), and strengthen supportive 

relationships with family, peers, and community. Interventions for autistic 

adolescents are currently focused on developing social skills or improving 

challenging behavior (e.g., self-injurious, aggressive, off-task). While these are 

important for transitioning into adulthood, it neglects other aspects of positive 

adolescent development. There is an opportunity for transition interventions for 

adolescents with a disability to go beyond remediating deficits and apply an 

individualized strength-based approach. 

 

Technology clubs have been suggested as a possible intervention for improving 

autistic adolescents' outcomes, given their focus on strengths and developing 

positive traits. Multiple factors have driven the focus on technology-based 

activities for autistic adolescents. Some of the strengths identified in autistic 

individuals, such as attention to detail and mathematical abilities, align with skills 

and tasks in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector. The 

potential for autistic individuals to excel within the ICT sector has led to multiple 

global specialized employment programs that aim to match autistic strengths 

with work tasks. Despite low participation in tertiary education, when autistic 

youth choose to enroll in tertiary studies, they are more likely to choose science, 
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technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) career paths, and 

specifically major in computer science compared with other disability groups. 

Finally, parents of autistic adolescents report technology-based tasks are highly 

motivating and engaging for their children. Considering the potential match in 

autistic strengths and technology-based tasks, further investigation into the 

benefits of strength-based technology clubs is warranted. 

 

Strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents have been investigated 

within the literature, exploring various outcomes, including emotional well-being, 

skill development, and social participation. While multiple examples of strength-

based technology clubs exist, there is no standardized approach or framework 

for designing and delivering technology clubs to autistic adolescents. The lack of 

standard intervention delivery impacts the ability to replicate strength-based 

technology clubs and test their efficacy in improving outcomes for autistic 

adolescents. Therefore, this thesis aimed to develop and evaluate a strength-

based technology club for autistic adolescents using a newly developed 

framework. The research was guided by the Medical Research Council (MRC) 

Framework for developing and evaluating complex interventions and was 

undertaken as five studies: 

 

Study One completed a systematic review to identify the active ingredients of 

strength-based technology clubs. Active ingredients are the unique aspects of 

an intervention that lead to change. Developing a clear understanding of active 

ingredients allows interventions to be replicated, as service providers can 

ensure they employ similar strategies when delivering interventions. Electronic 

databases were searched, resulting in nine studies that met the selection 

criteria. Qualitative analysis revealed three active ingredients that appeared in 

the literature: mutual respect between facilitators and autistic adolescents, 

opportunities for autistic adolescents to demonstrate their skills, and leveraging 
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focused interests. The results contributed to developing a strength-based 

technology club framework for autistic adolescents. 

 

Study Two aimed to further identify the active ingredients of strength-based 

technology clubs by performing a realist evaluation of current technology clubs 

in the community. While the systematic review in Study One provided insight 

into the active ingredients of previous clubs, it was not possible to capture all 

components by reviewing available literature. Study Two employed an 

ethnographic approach by observing three different strength-based technology 

clubs within the community and interviewing 23 adolescents, 25 parents, and 20 

facilitators to identify the active ingredients of these programs. Thematic 

analysis revealed three active ingredients: activity design, strengths and 

abilities, and the environment. The relationship between these three active 

ingredients, also referred to as mechanisms, was mapped to context and 

outcome themes. This study contributed to the thesis by providing insight into 

the active ingredients through ethnographic methods. 

 

Study Three developed an evidence-based framework to guide future strength-

based technology clubs' design and delivery by synthesizing Study One and 

Study Two results. The synthesized list of active ingredients was compared to 

existing adolescent health theories to create a new framework. The framework 

presented four components represented by the acronym IVAR: interests, value, 

autonomy, and requirements. Interests referred to employing strategies 

leveraging the special interest of autistic adolescents, value referred to 

implementing strategies that value the individual strengths and abilities of each 

student, autonomy referred to strategies that encourage choice and decision 

making, and requirements referred to strategies that address the physical and 

social environment needs of autistic adolescents. Guided by the newly 

developed framework, practical recommendations for designing and delivering a 

strength-based technology club were developed. 
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Study Four applied the newly developed framework in establishing a strength-

based technology club and then assessing its feasibility. The entire process of 

creating a technology club embedded in the community was achieved. An 

information and recruitment day was held in the community, funding was 

obtained to purchase the resources necessary in delivering the technology club, 

a local secondary school donated classroom space, and volunteer facilitators 

were recruited from the community. Autistic adolescents (n = 25) participated in 

the technology club for 15-weeks, which consisted of a holiday program followed 

by weekly Saturday sessions. The feasibility of the club was assessed via 

qualitative and quantitative methods. Focus groups and interviews were 

conducted with adolescents, parents, and facilitators separately to provide 

insight into other feasibility aspects. Adolescents and parents completed pre-test 

post-test measures to provide quantitative data on preliminary efficacy. Based 

on the findings, recommendations for improving the feasibility of future clubs 

were made. 

 

Study Five undertook a 12-month review of the strength-based technology club. 

From the current project’s inception, it was intended that the strength-based 

technology club would extend beyond the research project, being sustained and 

led by the local community. Following the 15-week program evaluated in Study 

Four, a community team of volunteers was selected to organize and continue 

the technology club. To date, the strength-based technology club has continued 

for over 12 months, coordinated entirely by volunteers in the community. Study 

Five undertook separate interviews with facilitators (n = 3), parents (n = 2), and 

a university coordinator (n = 1) with the goal of understanding those factors 

impacting the club's sustainability and longevity. Qualitative analysis revealed 

three themes that supported the long-term success of the technology club: club 

champions, expert facilitators, and collaborative partnerships. Challenges with 

adhering to the IVAR framework were also explored. The 12-month review 
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provided valuable insights into factors impacting the implementation and 

continuation of strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. 

 

This thesis is highly specific to technology and while the autistic participants 

display a genuine interest in technology with technology-related strengths, this 

does not represent the entirety of the autistic population. The recommendations 

provided should be considered as an example of how to apply strength-based 

strategies to intervention programs. The recommendations have been applied 

within the context of a technology club; however, it is hoped that the program will 

be adapted to other interest areas in the future based on other strengths. For 

example, creative and artistic skills have also been suggested as a strength of 

autistic individuals providing an opportunity to explore other interest areas such 

as artwork, music, fictional writing or creating media. The context of the 

researchers also contributed to the specific focus on technology clubs. Within 

Western Australia, multiple autism service providers had introduced technology 

clubs for autistic adolescents which had gain popularity, despite a lack of 

supporting literature. Further, the researcher’s university department, 

occupational therapy, had ongoing collaborations with engineering departments, 

providing a unique opportunity to combine health and technology. This context 

contributed to developing and evaluating technology clubs. The general 

discussion of this thesis will provide further insight into how the results can be 

applied to areas outside of technology-based programs. 

 

Overall, this thesis's findings contribute new knowledge in articulating an 

evidence-based framework for underpinning the design and delivery of future 

strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. While strength-based 

technology clubs appear to be a promising approach in improving outcomes for 

autistic individuals, the varied strategies adopted in implementing these 

programs have impacted opportunities for more rigorous testing. Future 

research can now utilize the proposed framework in undertaking randomized 
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controlled trial evaluations to test the efficacy of strength-based technology 

clubs' in improving outcomes for autistic adolescents. Efficacy testing should 

extend beyond social and behavioral outcomes and consider measuring the 

development of positive adolescent traits. The IVAR framework was designed 

specifically for technology clubs; however, the focus on interests, values, 

autonomy, and requirements may apply to other autism interventions. Future 

research should consider how the IVAR framework can be applied in delivering 

a strength-based approach to other activities. 
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Background 

Private and not-for-profit organizations funded portions of this research, enabling 

the delivery of strength-based technology clubs to autistic adolescents free of 

charge. The services provided were made available to autistic adolescents 

within the Perth metropolitan and regional areas of Western Australia. The 

contributions of each funding body are acknowledged in the relevant chapters. 

 

This thesis's overarching approach was guided by implementation science (1). 

Implementation science aims to address the evidence-to-practice gap, where 

research fails to consider or address barriers to implementing recommendations 

into practice (2). This research provided the funding and knowledge needed to 

start a strength-based technology club; however, the club continued beyond the 

research team’s involvement drawing on community volunteers. In closing the 

evidence-to-practice gap, the research team trained a group of community 

volunteers to independently operate the strength-based technology club beyond 

the research project. 

 

The language used to refer to autistic adolescents and their families vary 

throughout the chapters, as each chapter has been submitted to a different 

journal. Depending on the preferred terminology of the journal, the diagnostic 

language may differ. Where possible, the term ‘autistic’ has been used to better 

align with the viewpoints of the autistic community (3). The term ‘autistic’ is well 

aligned with the thesis's strength-based approach because it acknowledges the 

importance of autistic identity, encourages neurodiverse thinking, and 

emphasizes strengths over deficits (3). Inconsistencies may also exist between 

chapters regarding general spelling, primarily differences between Australian 

and United States of America spelling conventions. 
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Autism 

To receive a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), according to the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) (4), 

a person needs to demonstrate significant and persistent deficits in social 

communication and restricted and repetitive patterns of behavior. The DSM-5 

replaced the previous diagnosis subcategories of autistic disorder, Asperger’s 

Syndrome, and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified (PDD-

NOS) with the single diagnostic term of ASD (4). While the ASD subcategories 

no longer exist under the DSM-5, some participants within this thesis received 

their diagnosis under the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 

Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) and reported their diagnosis as Asperger’s Syndrome 

or PDD-NOS. The DSM-IV subcategories of ASD have been included in 

sociodemographic data to provide context on the individual's diagnosis. 

 

The latest Australian data showed 205 200 individuals diagnosed with ASD, 

representing a 25.1% increase in prevalence since 2015 (5). Males were more 

commonly diagnosed with ASD than females, with the highest prevalence 

between 10 to 14 years old (5). While multiple factors contributed to the 

prevalence spike in ASD, the data indicates a clear need for services to match 

the increased number of autistic adolescents (5). The urgency for autism 

services targeting adolescents is magnified by the continued poor outcomes 

experienced in adulthood (6). 

 

Outcomes for autistic adults 

Autistic adults experience poor outcomes across a range of life areas, including 

employment (7–10), community participation (11), postsecondary education 

(12), and peer relationships (13). In Australia, the unemployment rate for autistic 

individuals is 34.1%, a rate three times greater than all people with a disability 

(10.3%) and seven times greater than people without disability (4.6%) (5). Poor 

vocational outcomes for autistic individuals are reflected internationally. A 
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national survey of young autistic Americans showed about half (53.4%) had 

never worked for payment outside of their home, and those who did had 

significantly lower wages than other disability groups (9). Further, autistic 

individuals without an intellectual disability are three times more likely to have no 

activities outside of the home than autistic individuals with an intellectual 

disability (10). 

 

Community participation declines as autistic adolescents transition into 

adulthood and is often linked with the removal of school support structures (11). 

The resources provided by a school in delivering extracurricular activities, 

sports, and clubs abruptly end after exiting the school system (11). Factors 

associated with higher community participation for autistic individuals post-

school include higher family income and access to case management, 

suggesting external factors can significantly influence community participation 

(11). 

 

Poor postsecondary education outcomes are an international concern for autistic 

adults (12,14). The National Longitudinal Transition Study 2 (NLTS2) based in 

the United States, collected data from 680 autistic youth from the ages of 13-16 

years old (12). Data taken after six years showed that, since leaving secondary 

school, 9.3% of autistic youth had participated in vocational/technical education, 

28% had participated in 2-year college, 12.1% had participated in 4-year 

college. Compared with speech/language impairment and learning disability, 

autistic youth had lower participation in all postsecondary education categories 

(i.e. vocational/technical education, 2-year college, and 4-year college). Further, 

34.9% of autistic youth had no participation in any postsecondary education or 

employment. Comparatively, 7.4% of speech/language impairment participants 

and 3% of learning disability participants had no participation in postsecondary 

education or employment (12). Similarly, in Australia, autistic individuals are less 

likely to complete tertiary education than all people with a disability or without 
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disability (5). Further, a smaller Australian study of 73 autistic adults found that 

over half (57.9%) who had completed postsecondary degrees were either 

underemployed or unemployed over 12 years (14). While the sample size is 

small, it does raise concern for employment for autistic individuals even after 

successfully completing tertiary education. 

 

Autistic adults also experience poor social outcomes. Compared to intellectual 

disability, emotional/behavioral disability, and learning disability, autistic 

individuals were more likely to be socially isolated, never see friends, speak to 

friends, or be invited to friends' activities (15). An earlier longitudinal study found 

that only 8.1% of 235 autistic adolescents and adults participated in a non-

prearranged activity with a same-aged friend (13). 

 

To improve the outcomes for autistic adults, multi-faceted adolescent transitional 

services that focus on employment, education, and community integration are 

needed (16,17). Transition services consider a range of approaches such as the 

person-environment fit, integrated and collaborative services, and leveraging 

individual strengths (17). Currently, interventions for autistic adolescents are 

focused on social and behavioral deficits identified by the ASD diagnostic criteria 

(18–20), potentially neglecting the development of other skills needed for 

adulthood, such as self-determination, vocational skills, community participation, 

and self-care (16). To understand what skills are needed for positive transition 

into adulthood, transition service literature is explored. 

 

Intervention focus for autistic adolescents 

A systematic review of interventions for autistic adolescents revealed that 62% 

of all identified intervention research targeted social skills or challenging 

behavior (e.g. self-injurious, aggressive, or stereotypy) (18). While social skills 

group interventions are increasingly popular in the intervention literature (19), 
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evidence of their external validity is limited (20,21), and they may lack 

generalization (21,22). Further, there are concerns that social skills training can 

be counterproductive, inhibiting the development of authentic relationships as 

autistic individuals attempt to memorize and follow a pre-determined set of 

social rules (21). This is inherently not authentic to the autistic individual. The 

heavy focus on autistic deficits has created a gap in the literature, with 

vocational and academic interventions underrepresented (18). A systematic 

review found a severe lack of experimental studies that aimed to improve 

employment outcomes for autistic youth (23). Successful transition to adulthood 

for autistic adolescents requires more than improving social and communication 

skills, but rather a range of services aimed at strengthening self-determination, 

vocational skills, community participation, and self-care (16). There is clear 

potential to broaden the focus of interventions for autistic adolescents by 

targeting transition skills and outcomes, in preference to autism-related 

impairments (16,17). 

 

Transition services for autistic adolescents 

Transition to adulthood for autistic individuals is challenging for numerous 

reasons, including both environmental and individual factors (24). A longitudinal 

study of 725 autistic youth over four years (15 years old to 19 years old) showed 

increased isolation after leaving secondary school, with over half of the 

participants not meeting with friends or talking over the phone in the previous 

year (25). The loss of structured social activities previously provided by the 

school environment contributed to isolation in autistic youth (25). Environmental 

factors do not solely influence transition outcomes and often interact with 

autism-specific limitations. For example, the inherent social and communication 

limitations seen in autism are further complicated by the increase in social 

demands post school (26). Gaining and maintaining employment requires 

complex social situations such as writing a resume, understanding the social 

dynamics of a workplace, or disclosing diagnoses to others (26). While the 
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individual’s social and communications skills impact gaining and maintaining 

employment, the social and attitudinal environment of the workplace is also a 

factor(27). Navigating the dynamic interplay between a changing environment 

and the individual’s unique needs requires transition planning interventions (28). 

Within the United States, transitional services are defined by the Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and aim to; assist in the transition from school 

to post-school activities, including education, employment, and community 

participation (29). Transitional services focus on individual needs while 

considering strengths, interests, and preferences (29). While the United States 

defines transitional services through the IDEA, there is less guidance for the 

Australian context. The majority of research regarding transitional programs for 

autistic adolescents have been developed in the United States and may not be 

applicable to Australian legislation, disability funding, and service provision 

(28,30). Further, engaging autistic youth in transition planning has remained 

limited (31). Data taken from a longitudinal survey of 830 autistic students 

(average age of 14.4 years) found that 22.6% of autistic students did not attend 

or participate in transition planning interventions and only 2.7% were considered 

an active participant in transition planning (31). Currently, no national data is 

available to represent participation in transition planning by Australian autistic 

adolescents. Overall, transition into adulthood for autistic youth is challenging 

due to the loss of school structured activity, increased social demands from 

dynamic social environments, limited context specific guidelines and reduced 

active participation in transition planning interventions. While experimental 

studies for autism-specific transition research are lacking (23), similar themes 

exist across the literature internationally, including incorporating a strength-

based individualized approach, providing early work experiences, fostering self-

determination, and strengthening relationships (16,26,32,33). 

 

A strength-based approach within transition services involves customizing the 

service to the autistic adolescent’s needs, preferences, interests, and strengths 

(17,26,32). When applying a strengths-based approach with autistic 
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adolescents, focused interests are often leveraged to boost confidence and 

encourage transition planning engagement (33). Interventions involving early 

work experiences can help autistic adolescents explore career paths, develop 

interpersonal skills for the workplace, and better understand their strengths 

(16,26). Transition services focus on developing a broad range of skills beyond 

social communication skills, including fostering and developing self-

determination (16,26,32,34). Self-determination has been found to predict 

positive employment and education outcomes for individuals with a disability 

(26,35,36). Throughout the transitional service literature, there is a focus on 

building, developing, and maintaining relationships between the autistic 

adolescent, their family, and the community (32). Transition services should 

adopt a family-centered approach, where families are actively involved in 

transition planning and receive support in guiding their child to engage with 

employment and the community (26,32,37). Relationships outside of the family 

are also meaningful, with transitional services establishing and developing peer 

relationships, formal relationships with service providers, and natural community 

supports (32). 

 

Transition intervention for autistic adolescents requires multiple coordinated 

services and activities; as such, no one intervention can meet all the 

recommendations. However, interventions aimed at science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) career paths have gained traction. The 

focus on STEM career paths for autistic individuals is justified by the 

empathizing-systemizing theory (38). Systemizing relates to predicting, 

changing, and influencing a system based upon an agreed-upon set of rules 

(38). Autistic individuals are thought to have greater systemizing skills, often 

applicable to STEM career paths (39). The alignment between commonly 

recognized autistic strengths and STEM-related jobs has driven increasing 

interest in understanding the role these strengths can play in improving 

transition and employment outcomes. 
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Strengths of autistic individuals and STEM career pathways 

A survey of international experts identified multiple strengths and abilities of 

autistic individuals, including attention to detail, a strong sense of morality, 

mathematical skills, visual perception, creative talents, trustworthiness, and 

loyalty (60). Autistic individuals identified similar strengths to that of the experts, 

listing their top strengths as attention to detail, logical reasoning, reliability, 

focus, and systemizing (84).  There is further evidence of these strengths in 

published research. Visual strengths, specifically visual search tasks requiring 

identifying a target hidden amongst distractors, are well documented in autistic 

individuals (85). Some autistic individuals have a greater ability to graphically 

reproduce a life-size maze than their peers, a finding attributed to their 

increased ability to discriminate, detect, and memorize visual patterns (86). 

Attention to detail has been described as a result of weak central coherence, 

where an autistic individual is more likely to be detailed-focused rather than see 

the ‘bigger picture’ (87). Alternatively, other authors have associated attention to 

detail with hyper-systemizing theory, where the individual is detailed oriented to 

understand the system and rules (88). Similarly, mathematical abilities in autistic 

individuals have been rationalized through the empathizing-systemizing theory, 

where autistic individuals have a systemizing preference increasing their ability 

to predict outputs based upon inputs and operational rules (89). While the 

empathizing-systemizing theory attempts to explain the features of autism, there 

is criticism that it cannot account for the underlying mechanisms related to 

systemizing abilities (90). Further, there is criticism that theory may not be 

applicable to autistic individuals with intellectual disability (90). Within the autistic 

community there is additional criticisms of the theory, including, encouraging 

gender stereotypes by aligning males with systemizing preferences and females 

with empathizing, and a lack of independent studies that have been able to 

replicate the results (91).  
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While there is ongoing discussion in understanding the mechanisms of autistic 

strengths, the strengths identified are well matched to tasks within STEM fields, 

which may explain autistic individuals’ tertiary education choices. While, 

research is limited, the US-based National Longitudinal Transition Study-2 

provided evidence that autistic students who enrolled in tertiary education were 

more likely to select STEM pathways than the other disability categories and the 

general population (92). Further, autistic individuals in the study were more likely 

to enroll in science and computer science than the general population (92). Even 

though autistic individuals were more likely to participate in STEM fields once 

registered, they had the third-lowest enrollment rate among the disability 

categories (92). An alternative argument to autistic individuals gravitating 

towards STEM career paths suggests that more autistic individuals work in 

technology-based professions because the impact of social skill deficits is 

lessened in these roles (93). Regardless of the appeal of STEM career paths, 

autistic adolescents are interested and motivated by technology. 

 

Technology use and autistic individuals 

Technology use amongst autistic youth can be seen as problematic in the case 

of overuse and beneficial when their intense interests can be leveraged for 

therapy. Problematic use has been reported in multiple studies, specifically 

screen-based activities such as watching television and playing video games 

(42,43). A study investigating screen-based activities in autistic children (n = 

202) and their neurotypical siblings (n = 179) found that autistic children spent 

62% more time completing screen-based activities than all non-screen activities 

combined and experience higher problematic usage than their siblings (42). 

Problematic video game use was measured via the Problem Video Game 

Playing Test (48), which measures the core aspects of behavioral addiction, 

such as, needing to spend increased amounts of time playing (tolerance), 

unpleasant emotions when playing is stopped (withdrawal), or feeling like 

playing video games is more important than any other aspect of the person’s life 
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(salience) (48). While there is a concern for problematic screen-based activities, 

there is the potential to leverage autistic adolescents’ motivation for engaging 

with technology interventions (42). For example, video-based modeling uses 

video recordings in demonstrating and teaching appropriate behaviors (44). 

While the technology itself encourages engagement, using a screen-based 

device is thought to also counteract stimulus over selectivity by minimizing the 

area of attention required by the autistic individual (44). Video-based modeling is 

also advantageous as it leverages some autistic individuals' visual learning 

preferences (45). 

 

Further, socializing and communicating through computers may also appeal to 

autistic individuals for several reasons. Computer-mediated communication 

(CMC), such as text messaging, email, or social media messaging, reduces 

stress in autistic adults by removing nonverbal cues, allowing time to think and 

respond, and provides more structure to conversations (49). The benefits of 

CMC extend beyond increased control over communication, with autistic 

individuals reporting more benefits of CMC compared with non-autistic 

individuals, such as meeting people with similar interests, joining advocacy or 

special interest forums, and expressing their true selves online (50). Other 

technology-based interventions have specifically designed software, such as a 

computer program with attention-getting audiovisual features to reinforce 

behavior (51). A potential concern for CMC is the translation of social-

communication skills from online to face-to-face communication (52). In 

response to this, intervention programs have been created which include both 

computer and face-to-face activities, for example, a collaborative video game 

that requires the players to work together (52). Compared to a standard 

behavioral program, autistic children were more motivated, attentive, and 

learned more vocabulary when using the computer software (51). 
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Considering the motivation benefits and potential match with autistic strengths, it 

is unsurprising that technology-based interventions have increased within the 

literature (53). While a recent systematic review highlighted a clear increase in 

technology-based interventions for autistic children, it was noted that the 

majority of research was underpinned by the medical model, employing 

technology to remediate autism-related deficits (53). The review concluded by 

recommending that future research investigate the use of technology in 

developing the strengths of autistic individuals (53). 

 

Strength-based technology clubs for autistic youth 

In response to the need for strength-based technology interventions, emerging 

research has described the delivery of technology clubs for autistic youth (54–

56). Strength-based technology clubs for autistic youth inherently incorporate 

technology into their programs, teaching and developing technology skills. This 

approach differs from other technology use in autism intervention, where 

technology is employed in delivering an intervention. For example, online tools 

have been developed to assist transition planning for autistic adolescents as 

they prepare to graduate from secondary school (57). These online tools are 

described as both strength-based and technology-based; however, it is 

important to note that technology is being used to deliver the intervention, with 

the program leveraging autistic adolescents’ interests in technology to improve 

motivation to participate (57). This is repeated throughout the existing autism 

literature with technology being used to deliver interventions, such as video 

modeling, where desired behaviors are video recorded and then later viewed on 

a computer or tablet (53,58). Other examples include the creation of specific 

computer games to target social skills (59) and emotion recognition (60,61). A 

technology club is separated from other technology-based interventions 

because it does not just use technology as the intervention delivery method but 

rather teaches autistic adolescents’ technical skills. For example, previous 
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strength-based technology clubs have taught computer coding languages (62), 

3D design programs (56), graphic design, and video game development (54).  

 

While many potential benefits of strength-based technology clubs have been 

suggested (54,56,63), there is very limited quantitative data to support the 

claims. Only two studies have been identified that provide quantitative data to 

support the outcomes of strength-based technology clubs (62,64). One study 

performed a 3-year longitudinal survey of 52 parents of autistic adolescents who 

had attended a strength-based technology club (62). Parents  responded to a 

questionnaire using a 10-point Likert scale, with the results indicating parent-

reported improvement in adolescents’ health and well-being, social 

relationships, confidence and self-esteem, and a sense of belonging (62). 

Results were triangulated with open ended questions from parents (62). The 

limitations of the study include the untested psychometric properties of the 

measure, parent-reported measures only, and the lack of control group with 

randomized samples. The second study observed seven autistic children (ages 

8-14 years old) participating in a robotics club once per week for four months 

(64). Video footage was taken of each session and coded by multiple 

researchers to document collaborative behaviors (64). Observation data was 

compared with survey data from children and parents. Survey data asked 

questions about how enjoyable each session was and questions about 

collaborating with other students (64). The results indicated that when students 

had more fun during the robotics class, they engaged in more collaborative 

behaviors and were more likely to share a positive affect (64). The limitations of 

this study include the small sample size, the untested psychometric properties of 

the measure, and lack of a control group with randomized samples. While 

further quantitative testing is required, no current framework exists for the design 

and delivery of strength-based technology clubs. Other interventions, such as 

social skills group training, follow a standard pattern for their design and delivery 

allowing rigorous testing (65). 
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As a result of the limited quantitative research, available qualitative research 

relating to strength-based technology clubs was then evaluated. Nine qualitative 

articles describing strength-based technology clubs were identified. Qualitative 

data suggests that strength-based technology clubs may include a range of 

positive outcomes including the development of technical skills (62), improving 

self-determination (55,56), improving confidence (54,55), developing friendships 

(54,56), and providing early work experience opportunities (66). In addition, 

technology clubs act as community activities with outcomes reflecting those of a 

community social or recreational program. Social and recreational activities 

outside of school and home are essential for healthy adolescent development 

(67,68). The benefits of social and recreational programs are well documented 

in adolescents without disability (69,70), with similar benefits of belonging and 

developing friendships seen in autistic adolescents (71). Previous technology 

clubs for autistic adolescents have reported benefits in developing friendships 

(54,56), improving confidence (54,55), and developing social skills (56,63).  

While qualitative studies claim to adopt a strength-based approach in delivering 

technology clubs to autistic adolescents, the strategies employed vary. For 

example, previous technology programs have targeted the special interest of 

autistic adolescents (54,56), designed activities to suit intrinsic strengths such as 

visual-based activities (72), focused outcomes on technical skill development 

rather than deficits (56), and fostered self-determination through student-led 

activities (55,56). Universities have hosted technology clubs and, using their 

resources, have provided work experience for autistic youth (66). Like the 

quantitative evidence, the initial results are promising; however, there are no 

clear process, framework, or guidelines for the design and delivery of strength-

based technology clubs. Mediation analysis to identify factors influencing 

dependent variables cannot be employed as too few quantitative studies exist. 

For this reason, an ethnographic approach was selected to analyze the larger 

amount of qualitative research and develop a framework for designing and 

delivering strength-based technology clubs to autistic adolescents. 
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Transition into adulthood and strength-based technology clubs 

While the barriers to gaining and maintaining employment often include core 

characteristics of autism, such as social and communication limitations, 

recommendations to improve employment outcomes for autistic adults focus on 

both impairments and strengths (73). For example, communication limitations 

may be addressed through workplace education aimed at improving the 

understanding and acceptance of autism (73). Alternatively, workplace 

interventions can focus on strengths, such as matching individual strengths of 

autistic employees with job tasks that suit their skills and abilities (73). The 

holistic approach applied to improving employment outcomes for autistic adults 

is also reflected in the autistic adolescent literature. While employment literature 

for autistic adults focuses on intervention within the workplace, employment 

literature for autistic adolescents focuses on the preparation for employment, 

typically seen in transitional services. 

 

Preparing autistic adolescents for employment has a significant focus on 

improving communication and interpersonal skills, while reducing inappropriate 

behavior (16,32); however, social, communication and behavioral limitations are 

not the sole focus. In fact, an overfocus on social and communication skills can 

potentially restrict opportunities for vocational coursework during secondary 

school (34). For this reason, strength-based strategies are also recommended, 

such as providing career exploration and work experience opportunities that are 

matched to strengths and interests (16,32). Similarly, specific training that builds 

career-related skills and knowledge is recommended to improve employment 

outcomes for autistic adolescents (32). Further, transition services also aim to 

build positive characteristics associated with improved employment outcomes. 

For example, fostering self-determination in autistic adolescents is well 

documented for supporting employment outcomes in adulthood (26,32,34). 
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Transition into adulthood extends beyond gaining employment, and includes 

postsecondary education, independent living, contributing to the community, and 

experiencing personal and social relationships (16). Similar to improving 

employment outcomes, developing and fostering self-determination is 

considered essential to success in postsecondary education (34). The benefits 

of social and recreational community programs are well documented in 

adolescents without disability, including building peer relationships (18,94,95), 

developing social skills (18,96), discovering personal identity (94,97,98), and 

reducing risk of depressive symptoms (15,17,98). Similar benefits from out-of-

school activities have been documented for adolescents with disabilities, such 

as, increasing self-determination (99), creating a sense of belonging, and 

increasing social networks (99,100). While less prominent in the literature, out-

of-school activities have shown to have similar benefits for autistic adolescents, 

such as developing feelings of belonging and friendships (19).While participating 

in social or recreational activities within the community holds numerous benefits, 

opportunities to participate in community activities can abruptly disappear after 

leaving secondary school, as the inherent network and supports are no longer 

available (11). Similarly, there needs to be opportunity for students to maintain 

and grow peer relationships developed during secondary school, as ongoing 

peer relationships can impact adult life, from overall well-being, loneliness, 

depression, and a sense of belonging (32). Transition planning for autistic 

adolescents needs to start before exiting secondary school and extend beyond 

social and communication skills to include other skills, opportunities, and 

experiences that facilitate positive outcomes in adulthood (16,17). 

 

Strength-based technology programs may provide an opportunity to develop a 

broader skill set needed for adult life by; developing career specific skills (56), 

identifying and developing strengths and interests (54,56), fostering self-

determination (55,56), providing opportunity to practice social and 

communication skills in a natural environment (56,63), and developing 

friendships (54,56). Within the context of this thesis, we considered the 
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developed strength-based technology club as an intervention, as the club was 

developed and designed by therapists with therapeutic outcomes in mind. 

However, the technology club also acts as an out-of-school activity, which 

inherently may have benefits to autistic adolescents. To improve adulthood 

outcomes for autistic adolescents, intervention needs to extend beyond social, 

communication, and behavioral focus. For this reason, this thesis is interested in 

exploring the impact of strength-based technology programs on a range of 

outcomes, such as confidence in specific technology skills, self-determination, 

interest potential post-secondary education fields (i.e. science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics), friendship, and loneliness. While strength-based 

technology clubs for autistic adolescents have been trialed, to date, no research 

has articulated a comprehensive framework guiding their design and delivery. 

 

 

The problem 

Autistic individuals have poor vocational outcomes in adulthood (9), with 

technology clubs considered one approach with the potential to improve 

outcomes. The appeal of employing technology clubs in improving outcomes for 

autistic youth stems from four areas: 1) alignment with transition service 

recommendations, specifically, incorporating a strength-based approach (55); 2) 

autistic youth gravitation towards STEM career paths (46); 3) the high level of 

motivation for autistic youth to participate in technology-based activities (53), 

and; 4) the potential benefits to autistic youth participating in out of school and 

home activities (71). However, progressing understanding of the efficacy of this 

approach is constrained by the absence of a framework to guide the design and 

delivery of strength-based technology clubs to autistic youth. Further, in the 

autism literature, there is evidence of ambiguity in relation to understanding what 

constitutes a “strength-based approach.” For example, video modeling is 

referred to as a strength-based intervention given it delivers an intervention 

primarily through visual information, leveraging the visual strengths of autistic 
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youth (74). While video modeling uses technology to leverage the visual 

strengths of autistic youth, it still primarily aims to remediate autism-related 

deficits (53). It is likely that the difficulty with defining strength-based technology 

clubs is magnified by varying definitions of a strength-based approach in autism 

research. 

 

Aim 

The overall aim of this thesis was to develop and evaluate a strength-based 

technology club for autistic adolescents. To achieve this, an evidence-based 

framework for designing and delivering strength-based technology clubs was 

developed. A new community-driven strength-based technology club was 

delivered underpinned by the framework, with its feasibility and sustainability 

investigated.  

 

Thesis Structure  

This research was guided by the Medical Research Council (MRC) Framework 

for developing and evaluating complex interventions (75). The MRC Framework 

consists of four stages: 1) Development; 2) Feasibility; 3) Evaluation; and 4) 

Implementation (75). The development stage stresses the importance of 

understanding how an intervention works and not just if an intervention works 

(76). Understanding how an intervention works supports replication across 

contexts, being primarily concerned with developing a theoretical understanding 

of its active ingredients (also known as core elements, essential components, or 

intervention mechanisms) (77). Active ingredients are the discrete aspects of a 

health intervention that foster change for participants (77). For example, a 

previous study identified the active ingredients of interactive computer play (ICP) 

for children with neuromotor impairments because the treatment had gained 

clinical popularity without understanding how the intervention improved 

outcomes (78). One active ingredient was that the computer programs were very 
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flexible and so they could be adjusted to the individual treatment needs; another 

active ingredient was that the computer program allowed the child to control the 

game, increasing motivation to participate (78). In non-pharmacological health 

interventions, there are often multiple active ingredients interacting to impact 

outcomes. The complexity of these interventions often requires a number of 

research approaches to understand their theoretical underpinnings (77). In this 

thesis, the active ingredients for strength-based technology clubs were identified 

through a systematic review (Study One) and a realist evaluation of existing 

technology clubs (Study Two) (Figure 1.1). The active ingredients were then 

converted to a practical framework to guide the design and delivery of strength-

based technology clubs in Study Three. Feasibility testing was implemented in 

Study Four guided by Bowen’s et al. (79) feasibility framework, investigating 

aspects such as acceptability, demand, and practicality. Finally, the technology 

club continued for 12-months with long-term term follow provided during Study 

Five. In this thesis, the five studies are bookended by an overall introduction 

(Chapter 1) and discussion (Chapter 7), with Figure 1.1 illustrating the alignment 

with the MRC development stages. Various methods were employed throughout 

the thesis and are outlined in Table 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Overall thesis structure 

Chapter 1 

Background, aim, and thesis structure  

Chapter 2 

Study One – Systematic review 

The core elements of strength-based technology programs for 
autistic youth: A systematic review of qualitative evidence 

  
Chapter 3 

Study Two – Realist evaluation 

Identifying the essential components of strength-based technology 
clubs for adolescents with autism spectrum disorder 

  

Chapter 4 

Study Three – Framework development 

A practical framework for delivering strength-based technology clubs 
for autistic adolescents 

Chapter 5 

Study Four – Feasibility testing 

Strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents: A 
feasibility study 

 

Chapter 6 

Study Five – Implementation follow-up 

Factors influencing the sustainability of a strength-based technology 
club: A Case Study  

Chapter 7 

General discussion, key findings, and recommendations 

Appendices and supporting materials 
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Table 1.1 Summary of research methods in each study 

Aspect Study One Study Two Study Three Study Four Study Five 

Design Meta-ethnographic 
systematic review 

 

Ethnography Framework 
development 

Feasibility testing 

 

Implementation case-
study 

Description Systematic review of 
qualitative studies 
describing active 
ingredients of strength-
based technology clubs 
for autistic youth 

A realist evaluation of 
three existing strength-
based technology clubs 
employing ethnographic 
methods to identify 
active ingredients 

Development of a 
practical framework 
to guide the design 
and delivery of 
strength-based 
technology clubs 
for autistic 
adolescents  

 

Delivery of a 15-week 
strength-based technology 
club guided by the newly 
developed framework and 
followed by feasibility testing. 

Long-term follow up 
of the technology club 
identifying factors 
impacting 
sustainability. 

Sample k = 9 qualitative studies 
delivering strength-
based technology 
programs to autistic 
youth 

Autistic adolescents, n 
= 23; parents of autistic 
adolescents, n = 25; 
club facilitators, n = 20  

N/A 

 

Quantitative 

Autistic adolescents, n = 11 

Parents of autistic 
adolescents, n = 12 

 

Qualitative 

Autistic adolescents, n = 14 

Parents of autistic 
adolescents, n = 12 

Club facilitators, n = 8 

 

Club facilitators, n = 3 

Parent of autistic 
adolescent, n = 2 

University 
coordinator, n = 1 

Data analysis Reciprocal, refutational, 
and line-of-argument 
synthesis 

Thematic analysis 
underpinned by a realist 
evaluation framework. 

Synthesis of study 
one and study two 
results. 

Quantitative 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

 

Qualitative 

Thematic analysis 
underpinned by Bowen’s et. 
(66) feasibility framework. 

Thematic analysis 
underpinned by 
implementation 
science. 
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Study One – Systematic review 

Study One is dedicated to developing a theoretical understanding of strength-

based technology clubs for autistic adolescents by identifying the active 

ingredients described in previous research. Systematic reviews are often 

employed to determine if an intervention is effective; however, in this case, a 

meta-ethnographic systematic review was employed to determine how an 

intervention causes change. A meta-ethnographic approach was adopted to 

identify and describe the relationship between active ingredients and reported 

outcomes of strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. This 

study contributes to the overall thesis by developing a theoretical understanding 

of how strength-based technology clubs impact social confidence, future 

education or employment options, friendships, and social skills in autistic 

adolescents. 

 

Status: Considered for publication following revisions in Review Journal of 

Autism and Developmental Disorders. 

Jones M, Falkmer M, Milbourn B, Tan T, Bölte S, Girdler S. The core elements 

of strength-based technology programs for autistic youth: A systematic review of 

qualitative evidence. Forthcoming 2021 

 

Study Two – Realist evaluation 

Study Two continued to identify the active ingredients of strength-based 

technology clubs for autistic adolescents by conducting a realist evaluation of 

three currently existing strength-based technology clubs. Despite the scarcity in 

the literature surrounding strength-based technology clubs' effectiveness, 

service providers are presently providing technology clubs to autistic 

adolescents. A realist evaluation was conducted to identify the active ingredients 

via ethnographic methods. This study explored three currently existing 

technology clubs in the community through observations, focus groups, and 
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interviews. A realist evaluation provided a coding framework that grouped 

themes into context, mechanisms, and outcomes. Mechanisms are synonymous 

with active ingredients and represent the discrete aspects of the program that 

cause change. Outcomes represent change caused by mechanisms. Context 

themes represent pre-existing factors that the service provider typically does not 

control, for example, an autistic adolescent’s previous experience with bullying, 

which may influence how they participate in the program. This study contributed 

to the thesis by providing valuable insight into how strength-based technology 

clubs work from adolescents', parents’, and facilitators' viewpoints. 

 

Status: Published in Developmental Neurorehabilitation 

Jones M, Falkmer M, Milbourn B, Tan T, Bölte S, Girdler S. Identifying the 

essential components of strength-based technology clubs for adolescents with 

autism spectrum disorder. Dev Neurorehabil [Internet]. 2021 Mar 8 [cited 2021 

Mar 25];1–15. Available from: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17518423.2021.1886192. 

DOI:10.1080/17518423.2021.1886192 

 

Study Three – Framework development 

Study Three involved developing an evidence-based framework to guide the 

design and delivery of future strength-based technology clubs for autistic 

adolescents. Study Three synthesized the systematic review results (Study One) 

and the realist evaluation (Study Two) to create a comprehensive description of 

all active ingredients. The systematic review provided potential active 

ingredients from the literature, while the Realist Evaluation provided active 

ingredients from clinical practice. The synthesized results were compared to 

adolescent health theories to create a new evidence-based framework. The 

framework created has four components represented by the acronym IVAR: 

interest, value, autonomy, and requirements. Examples of applying the 

framework were provided through practical recommendations. 
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Status: Submitted for publication 

Jones M, Falkmer M, Milbourn B, Tele T, Bölte S, Girdler S. A practical 

framework for delivering strength-based technology clubs for adolescents with 

autism spectrum disorder. Forthcoming 2021 

 

Study Four – Feasibility testing 

Study Four involved applying the newly developed framework in delivering a 

new strength-based technology club within the community, evaluated via 

feasibility testing. Study Four described the entire process of creating a 

community-based strength-based technology club for autistic adolescents. 

Funding was received for technology hardware and software, a local school 

donated classroom space, and volunteer facilitators were recruited from the 

community. Each aspect of the club was guided by the IVAR strength-based 

framework developed in Study Three. Autistic adolescents participated in 15-

weeks of the strength-based technology club, participating in robotics, video 

game development, and computer coding activities. Feasibility was tested via 

quantitative and qualitative methods. Adolescents (n = 11) and parents (n = 12) 

completed pretest and posttest measures to provide quantitative data on 

preliminary efficacy. Adolescents (n = 14), parents (n = 12), and facilitators (n = 

8) participated in focus groups and interviews following 15 weeks to provide 

qualitative data on the feasibility areas outline by Bowen’s et al. (79). Based on 

the results, recommendations were made for further improving the strength-

based technology club. 

 

Status: Submitted for publication 
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Study Five – Implementation follow up 

Guided by the MRC framework (75) and best practices for implementation 

research (80), Study Five involved transferring control of the strength-based 

technology club to the community. To date, the strength-based technology club 

has continued to operate independently of the first author for over 12 months, 

coordinated by volunteers. Study Five investigated factors impacting the 

sustainability of the club through qualitative methods. Separate interviews were 

conducted with parents of autistic adolescents (n = 2), club facilitators (n = 3), 

and a university coordinator (n = 1). Thematic analysis revealed factors 

impacting the sustainability of strength-based technology clubs and 

recommendations for modifying the IVAR strength-based framework. 

 

Status: Submitted for publication 

Jones M, Falkmer M, Milbourn B, Tan T, Bölte S, Girdler S. Factors influencing 

the sustainability of a strength-based technology club: A case study. 

Forthcoming 2021 

 

General discussion 

Chapter 7 synthesizes the studies, providing an overview of the research 

findings. The unique contribution of this thesis is discussed, followed by 

recommendations for future research. The general discussion contributes to this 

thesis by examining how the newly developed framework could apply to other 

areas of autism intervention and not only technology-based activities. 
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2. Chapter 2: The core elements of strength-
based technology programs for autistic 
youth: A systematic review of qualitative 
evidence 

 

This chapter is currently considered for publication following revisions in Review 

Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders. 

 

Jones M, Falkmer M, Milbourn B, Tan T, Bölte S, Girdler S. The core elements 

of strength-based technology programs for autistic youth: A systematic review of 

qualitative evidence. Forthcoming 2021 
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Preface 

Chapter 2 presents a systematic review of qualitative studies synthesized 

through meta-ethnography. The systematic review contributed to the 

development stage of the MRC framework (1) by identifying the active 

ingredients of strength-based technology clubs for autistic youth (Figure 2.1). 

Identifying active ingredients is the first stage in developing a theoretical 

understanding of how strength-based technology clubs cause change for autistic 

adolescents.  
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Figure 2.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 2 
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Preface 

Chapter 3 undertook a realist evaluation of three existing strength-based 

technology clubs to identify the active ingredients further. Qualitative data 

from observations, focus groups, and interviews explored the active 

ingredients from the perspective of autistic adolescents, parents of autistic 

adolescents, and club facilitators. This chapter is aligned with the 

development stage of the MRC framework (Figure 3.1) and builds on the 

results of the systematic review in forming a theoretical understanding of 

strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. 
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Figure 3.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 3 
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for autistic adolescents 
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Preface 

Chapter 4 synthesized the results of the systematic review (Chapter 2, Study 

One) and the realist evaluation (Chapter 3, Study Two) to produce a 

comprehensive list of active ingredients of strength-based technology clubs 

for autistic adolescents. A new practical framework was developed based 

upon the synthesized active ingredients and theoretical underpinnings of 

existing adolescent health theories/models. Chapter 4 represents the final 

component of the development stage of the MRC framework (Figure 4.1), 

presenting a theoretical understanding of how strength-based technology 

clubs may develop technology skills, foster self-determination, develop 

friendships, and improve social skills.  
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Figure 4.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 4 
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5. Chapter 5: Strength-based technology 
clubs for autistic adolescents: A feasibility 
study 
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Preface 

Guided by the newly developed IVAR framework, Chapter 5 describes the 

delivery and feasibility evaluation of a 15-week strength-based technology 

club delivered to 25 autistic adolescents. The feasibility areas of 

acceptability, demand, implementation, practicality, adaptation, integration, 

and expansion were explored via qualitative methods. Preliminary efficacy 

was assessed via pretest-posttest design. This chapter aligns with the 

feasibility and evaluation stages of the MRC framework (Figure 5.1) and 

contributes to understanding the practical application of the IVAR framework. 

Recommendations for improving the feasibility were provided. 
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Figure 5.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 5 
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6. Chapter 6: Factors influencing the 
sustainability of a strength-based 
technology club: A case study  

 

This chapter has been submitted for publication. 
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influencing the sustainability of a strength-based technology club: A case 

study. Forthcoming 2021 
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Preface 

Chapter 6 describes a 12-month review of the strength-based technology 

club, which operated independently of the first author for 12-months lead by 

community volunteers. Separate interviews were conducted with club 

facilitators (n = 3), parents of autistic adolescents who attended the club (n = 

2), and a university coordinator (n = 1), exploring factors impacting the 

sustainability of the club. This study completed the final stage of developing a 

complex intervention (Figure 6.1), providing recommendations for sustaining 

the delivery of strength-based technology clubs in the community and leading 

to further refinements of the IVAR framework. 
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Figure 6.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 6 
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7. Chapter 7: Discussion and Conclusion 
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Preface 

Chapter 7 synthesizes the results, providing an overview of the research 

findings from each study (Figure 7.1). The unique contribution of each study, 

limitations, and recommendations for future research are discussed. The 

general discussion contributes to the thesis by examining how the newly 

developed framework could apply to other areas of autism intervention. 
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Figure 7.1 Overall thesis structure in relation to Chapter 7 
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Overview 

Despite significant investment in early intervention (1), autistic individuals 

face poor outcomes in adulthood across a range of life areas including, 

employment (2), postsecondary education (3), community participation (4), 

and social participation (5). To prepare autistic adolescents for adulthood, 

intervention needs to progress beyond a deficit-focus and consider building 

positive traits required for adulthood (6). Several factors are associated with 

facilitating positive outcomes for autistic adolescents as they transition into 

adulthood, such as self-determination (6–9), peer relationships (6,10), 

loneliness and friendship (11–14), and career specific skills (6,8,9). Previous 

qualitative research investigating strength-based technology clubs have 

attempted to target similar outcomes (15,16). For example, a 3D-design 

program hoped to encourage self-determination and agency in autistic youth 

by ensuring adult facilitators were non-judgmental, showed students respect, 

and worked collaboratively (16). While the study did not conduct quantitative 

measures, the authors recommended that future research investigate how 

strength-based technology clubs may influence agency and how this in turn 

may impact social engagement (16). Similarly, another strength-based 

technology club created their program to support the development of self-

determination by adopting youth-centered learning, where facilitators would 

provide individualized teaching based on the students interests and needs 

(15). The same program provided opportunity for autistic youth to explore 

career specific skills by learning design software used by engineers and 

architects (15). A number of qualitative studies have documented how 

friendships can be established through strength-based technology clubs for 

autistic youth (16,17). Facilitators of a strength-based technology club 

reported that autistic youth developed friendships at the club through shared 

interests, as autistic youth were more comfortable in talking about their 

interests in technology (17). Very few quantitative studies investigating 

strength-based technology clubs exists; however, the data mirrors the 

qualitative research. Quantitative research investigating strength-based 

technology clubs for autistic youth suggest potential improvements in social 

relationships, confidence and self-esteem, sense of belonging (18), and 
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collaborative work (19). Considering the potential benefits to autistic youth, 

this thesis evaluated if strength-based technology clubs impacted factors 

associated with positive outcomes in adulthood (i.e. self-determination, 

friendship, loneliness, and self-efficacy for career specific skills.) The 

qualitative literature surrounding strength-based technology clubs for autistic 

youth is promising; however, their efficacy remains mostly untested. 

Currently, there is no standard approach for designing and delivering 

strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents, which impacts the 

ability to reproduce the intervention and test efficacy. Therefore, this thesis 

aimed to develop and evaluate a strength-based technology club for autistic 

adolescents using a standardized framework. The research was guided by 

the Medical Research Council (MRC) Framework for developing and 

evaluating complex interventions (20) and divided into five studies: 

Study One – Systematic review 

Study Two – Realist evaluation  

Study Three – Framework development 

Study Four – Feasibility testing 

Study Five – Implementation review 

 

Key findings and implications 

The results of this thesis have made multiple unique contributions to 

understanding the design and delivery of strength-based technology clubs for 

autistic adolescents. 

1. A strength-based approach is multifaceted 

Within the autism literature, the strategies that define a strength-based 

approach are varied. Previous strength-based technology clubs have focused 

on focused interests (16,17), activities that require attention to detail or 

visual-spatial abilities (21), developing positive traits rather than remediating 

deficits (16), and applying positive psychology frameworks (15). This thesis 

confirmed that there is no single element that defines a strength-based 

approach, but rather multiple strategies are employed. The strategies 
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described in this thesis are referred to as active ingredients or mechanisms. 

The systematic review conducted in Study One produced three active 

ingredients: mutual respect, demonstrating skills, and interests. Study Two 

conducted a realist evaluation of three existing technology clubs and 

identified three active ingredients: activity design, strengths and abilities, and 

the environment. 

 

Mutual respect, as identified in Study One, related to facilitators respecting 

autistic adolescents as equals and adolescents respecting facilitators for their 

technical expertise. When mutual respect was established, adolescents’ felt 

safe and comfortable speaking to facilitators about future education and 

employment opportunities. Facilitators adopted a mentor role with autistic 

adolescents to avoid power imbalance, treat them as individuals, and 

establish genuine rapport (22,23). Even though facilitators were not health 

professionals, they adopted a client-centered approach by minimizing power 

inequality and avoiding judgmental behavior (24).  

 

Demonstrate skills, as identified in Study One, related to strength-based 

technology clubs, providing autistic youth opportunities to showcase their 

technology skills through presentation days or peer mentoring. Participation 

in presentation days and peer mentoring improved confidence, promoted 

social interaction, and reinforced a safe environment. Demonstrating skills 

allows peers and family members to view the autistic adolescent from a 

different perspective; rather than needing help with an activity, they excel and 

achieve (25,26). Changing parental expectations can potentially impact future 

education (27,28) and social outcomes (29).  

 

Interests, as identified in Study One, related to participants sharing interests 

and incorporating interests into activities. Interests was an essential active 

ingredient in strength-based technology programs as it impacted all 

outcomes. Autistic adolescents socialized over a common interest, felt safe 

with like-minded people, developed friendships based on interests, discussed 
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future options using interests, and felt more confident. Interests were a 

powerful motivator to socialize and to engage in learning activities. The use 

of interests to encourage socializing, facilitate friendships, and create 

belonging is well supported in autism literature (29–31). Technical facilitators 

often shared interest with autistic adolescents, which provided an opportunity 

to build good rapport (22,32,33). Interest-based activities have also been 

used extensively to motivate and engage autistic individuals in learning 

activities (34–37). Restricted and repetitive interests are typically seen as 

deficits; however, the results indicate that interests can be leveraged to 

encourage positive outcomes. 

 

Activity design, as identified in Study Two, referred to the technology 

activities provided. The clubs applied an individualized approach, with 

facilitators changing their teaching approach based on the individual. There 

was no set curriculum allowing facilitators to be flexible in teaching. An 

individualized approach considers the learning styles, sensory profiles, 

strengths, weaknesses, and goals of autistic individuals when teaching 

(38,39). The technology clubs provided autonomy by allowing adolescents to 

choose between multiple activities, which is recommended to increase task 

engagement and decrease aggressive or off-task behavior (40–42).  

 

Study Two's strengths and abilities theme referred to using shared interests, 

interest-based activities, and pre-existing strengths to facilitate engagement 

and learning. Qualitative data showed that shared interests and interest-

based activities were thematically linked to more outcomes than other active 

ingredients of strength-based technology clubs, reflecting the findings from 

Study One. Interests of autistic adolescents were a powerful motivator for 

socialization (29,30,43) and activity engagement (34,36).  

 

Environment, as identified in Study Two, referred to noise and overcrowding, 

everyone has autism, and consistency of facilitators. Facilitators need to 

consider how noise and overcrowding may cause challenges for autistic 
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adolescents with sensory needs and how consistent facilitators help establish 

a preferred routine. The technology clubs did not aim to remediate autistic 

adolescents’ sensory challenges but rather modify the environment to suit 

their requirements, a strategy used in later life to ensure a match between 

workplaces and sensory needs (7,44,45).  

 

Overall, Study One provided three distinct active ingredients of strength-

based technology classes. The power indifference between facilitators and 

adolescents was removed by developing mutual respect. The technology 

clubs did not focus on the challenges of autism but rather provided 

adolescents the opportunity to showcase their skills and abilities. The 

technology clubs reframed deficits as strengths, such as leveraging intense 

interests to encourage socializing or activity engagement. The results of 

Study Two reinforced Study One with a heavy focus on interests to facilitate 

socialization and activity engagement. Active ingredients relating to the 

design of activities and the impact of the environment were more easily 

identified through the ethnographic methods employed in Study Two, which 

otherwise would not have been identified through the literature. This thesis 

outlined multiple active ingredients demonstrating that a strength-based 

approach is multifaceted, and while leveraging focused interests of autistic 

individuals receives a lot of attention in the strength-based literature (29–31), 

this thesis identified numerous other strategies that should be considered. 

 

2. A strength-based framework focuses on requirements for healthy 

adolescence rather than remediation of deficits. 

Intervention that solely relies upon the medical model aim to improve function 

by reducing symptoms and deficits associated with autism (46). Traditionally, 

this approach has driven the development of interventions which focus solely 

on the individual as the target of change. This thesis mapped the active 

ingredients of strength-based technology clubs to health theories/models 

which adopt a holistic perspective of health and well-being. The strength-

based framework produced by this thesis goes beyond symptom reduction 
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and explores requirements for healthy adolescence. The requirements for 

healthy adolescence, as described by the framework, is demonstrated in 

Study Three, where the active ingredients are aligned with three health 

theories/models: PERMA (positive emotion, engagement, relationships, 

meaning, accomplishments) well-being Model (47), Self-Determination 

Theory (SDT) (48), and International Classification of Function, Disability and 

Health – Children and Youth Version (ICF-CY) (49). 

 

The PERMA model proposes that five components influence happiness and 

well-being: positive emotion, engagement, relationships, meaning, and 

accomplishments (47). The components of positive emotion, engagement, 

and relationships support a theoretical understanding of interest-based active 

ingredients. Positive emotion and engagement can be produced by 

incorporating focused interests into activities. This is well demonstrated 

within the literature, with interest-based activities increasing enjoyment, 

motivation to participate, and engagement in autistic individuals (34,50). The 

use of interests to develop relationships is also well supported, with common 

interests facilitating socializing, friendships, and belonging (16). The PERMA 

model supports the use of interests as a major component of strength-based 

technology clubs as they produce positive emotion, increase engagement, 

and help establish relationships. 

 

The SDT (48) describes health and well-being by meeting three 

psychological needs: competence, autonomy, and relatedness (48). 

Competence represents feeling effective in achieving a desired outcome (48) 

and links to the active ingredients of demonstrating skills, skill development, 

and using strengths. Demonstrating skills encourages autistic adolescents to 

develop technical competence and then demonstrate those skills to others. 

This provided the opportunity for autistic adolescents to contribute to their 

family, community, and peers by sharing their knowledge and skills (51,52). 

Demonstrate skills challenges a deficit-based approach that prioritizes 

remediation of deficits and encourages exploring opportunities to witness 
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autistic adolescents succeeding. Developing competence was also aligned 

with the active ingredient of technology skill development. Within SDT, 

autonomy represents the experience of control over a person’s behavior (53). 

Two activity ingredients aligned with autonomy: individualized approach and 

activity choice. Both active ingredients provide choice and decision-making to 

autistic adolescents. Relatedness from SDT describes when an individual 

develops connections with others and feels like they belong (53). 

Relatedness was primarily linked with mutual respect, as mutual respect 

prioritized facilitators building collaborative relationships with autistic 

adolescents rather than adopting an authoritarian role. Overall, the active 

ingredients of strength-based technology clubs aimed to satisfy the 

psychological needs of competence, autonomy, and relatedness rather than 

reduce autism symptomology.  

 

The ICF-CY (49) emphasizes the impact of the environment on function and 

can be aligned with three active ingredients: noise and overcrowding, 

everyone has autism, and consistent facilitators. Noise and overcrowding 

align with the physical environment components of the ICF-CY, negatively 

impacting function for hypersensitive individuals. The technology clubs did 

not aim to improve autistic adolescents’ sensory tolerance but rather modify 

the environment to suit their sensory needs. The active ingredients of 

everyone has autism and consistent facilitators, aligns with the “support and 

relationships” environment category of the ICF-CY. Consistent facilitators and 

technology clubs exclusively for autistic adolescents helped to create a 

supportive and safe social environment. In general, active ingredients relating 

to the environment focused on creating a space that suited the individual, 

rather than autistic adolescent changing to suit the environment.  

 

The alignment of the active ingredients with the selected health 

theories/model led to the development of a new strength-based framework. 

The new strength-based framework is represented by the acronym IVAR: 

interests, value, autonomy, and requirements. Like the health 
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theories/models, each component is guided by improving positive traits or 

meeting a psychological need rather than reducing autism symptomology. 

Future strength-based technology clubs can be guided by the IVAR 

framework, with example recommendations made in Study Three. 

 

3. A strength-based approach does not ignore autism-specific needs. 

The results of this thesis emphasize that a strength-based approach includes 

consideration of autism-specific challenges and needs. As previously 

mentioned, the strength-based technology clubs did not aim to remediate 

deficits; however, this does not mean that autism-specific needs or 

challenges were ignored. This was acknowledged in the newly developed 

IVAR framework by the ‘requirements’ component. The requirements 

component of IVAR was underpinned by the ICF-CY, which views functioning 

as the interaction between the health condition, body functions, body 

structures, activities, participation, environmental factors, and personal 

factors (54). The complexity of this interaction was witnessed in Study Five, 

where a new activity was introduced (i.e., Minecraft), which increased 

communication between adolescents due to the excitement of the video 

game and the social components of the game, which in-turn increased noise 

within the classroom (i.e., physical environment), which then led to frustration 

for some autistic adolescents who were more sensitive to noise (i.e., body 

function). The medical model would aim to improve autistic adolescents' body 

function (i.e., hypersensitivity). In contrast, the ICF-CY provides an 

opportunity to improve function by modifying the activity (i.e., Minecraft) or 

modifying the environment (i.e., changing the physical space to reduce 

noise). The newly developed IVAR framework captures this approach and 

requires future strength-based technology clubs to manage autism-specific 

needs through modifying the social and physical environment.   

 

4. Technology clubs have the potential to improve social communication 

skills for autistic adolescents. 
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Qualitative results from Study One (systematic review), Study Two (realist 

evaluation), and Study Four (feasibility study) all documented social and 

communication benefits, such as reciprocal conversations, approaching 

people, collaborative working, problem-solving with others, making friends, 

listening to others, presenting their work in a group situation, and teaching 

others. Study Four (feasibility study) also demonstrated quantitative 

improvements in interpersonal efficacy. While the outcomes associated with 

strength-based technology clubs are preliminary, they provide a potential 

pathway to improve social communication skills in autistic adolescents. 

Social skill groups are a common intervention for autistic adolescents (55); 

however, the results of this thesis demonstrated an indirect approach to 

improving social communication skills by providing an environment where 

like-minded people can share interests. Further research is required to 

understand better if this indirect approach which leverages interests, can 

achieve similar social outcomes as more direct social interventions. While 

strength-based technology clubs have the potential to impact social 

communications outcomes they should not become its exclusive purpose. 

Doing so, may encourage a remedial approach mindset, neglecting the 

development of positive factors, such as building self-determination or 

confidence. 

 

5. Strength-based technology clubs and neurodiversity 

Study Two (realist evaluation) demonstrated that autistic adolescents felt that 

they belonged to a group because the technology club was exclusively for 

autistic adolescents. Forming a group identity through diagnosis reflects 

neurodiversity principles, where autism is celebrated and considered an 

inherent part of an individual’s identity (46). Equipping autistic adolescents 

with a sense of belonging is deemed to be essential for transitioning to 

adulthood (6) and protects them from depression and anxiety in the future 

(56). Study Five (implementation study) reinforced Study Two's findings, 

where an autism diagnosis created feelings of belonging for adolescents. 

While the club supported the broad concept of neurodiversity through 

celebrating the autism diagnosis, it did not necessarily extend to other 
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neurological diagnoses. Study Five's results revealed that parents were 

concerned at the prospect of allowing children with other neurological 

diagnoses to attend the club, believing it would impact the feelings of 

belonging and safety. The impact of expanding the club to include 

neurodiverse students, not just autistic adolescents, is currently unknown; 

however, it is predicted that a safe social environment accompanied by 

feelings of belonging can be maintained through shared interests (15,17,57).  

 

6. Strength-based technology clubs require a collaborative approach with the 

autistic community 

Study Five (implementation study) reinforced the value of autistic facilitators. 

Autistic facilitators can be valuable mentors by sharing their own experiences 

and normalizing mentees' experiences (23). Parents commented on how 

autistic facilitators had a better understanding of the challenges they face. 

Within the literature, autistic mentors have been utilized to support autistic 

college students in developing self-advocacy skills (58,59). Further, autistic 

mentors have also been shown to apply an individualized approach to autistic 

mentees (59) and create a sense of belonging and community (58). When 

delivering 3D design courses, autistic mentors were motivated to help autistic 

students because they had a greater understanding of the challenges of 

living with autism (60). While autistic adolescents and facilitators participated 

in qualitative data collection throughout this thesis, participatory design 

principles could further enhance the club's development. Participatory design 

goes beyond autistic individuals being the subject of research and actively 

involves them as collaborators in designing and developing interventions 

(61). Future strength-based technology clubs can increase participatory 

design by ensuring autistic members are involved with organizational 

decision making, providing online text-based collaboration options (e.g., 

email, forum, social media group), explore a modified voting system to 

ensure autistic members are heard during decision making, and introduce 

strategies during in-person meetings to ensure conversations remain on topic 

and increase the time provided to answer questions (61). 
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Participatory design represents a collaboration between all stakeholders, 

which was reinforced in the results of Study Five. Study Five reinforced the 

importance of club champions and community partnerships. For the 

technology club to grow, it required a community partnership between the 

technology club, a secondary school, and a university. The club champion, 

who did not have autism, coordinated and communicated with each 

stakeholder. The autistic facilitator represented in Study Five commented 

how he preferred not to have the role of club champion due to the level of 

communication required. While the autistic facilitator may not want to be 

directly involved in coordinating community partners, the autistic facilitator 

should be provided with communication methods that suit his preference to 

ensure his involvement in the decision-making process. While these 

recommendations are appropriate for this individual autistic facilitator, it 

cannot be applied to all future autistic facilitators. Effective collaboration with 

autistic members based on their individual preferences requires more 

attention in the future growth of the strength-based technology club. 

 

Summary of unique contributions 

This thesis has made a unique contribution to understanding the design and 

delivery of strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. The 

results have demonstrated that strength-based technology clubs are 

multifaceted with numerous active ingredients, focus on requirements for 

healthy adolescence, acknowledge autism-specific needs and challenges, 

have the potential to improve social communication outcomes, support 

neurodiversity, and require a collaborative approach with the autistic 

community.  

 

Recommendations 

The thesis results provided a strength-based framework that can be used to 

design and deliver future strength-based technology clubs for autistic 
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adolescents. The remainder of this chapter provides details of how the IVAR 

strength-based framework can be applied to clinical practice and future 

research.  

 

Clinical practice recommendations 

The results indicated that a strength-based approach is more complicated 

than just prioritizing strengths over deficits and involves various strategies. 

While the framework was developed from technology-based classes, the 

general principles can be applied to a strength-based approach in autism 

service provision. The IVAR framework of interests, value, autonomy, and 

requirements can be used to guide a strength-based approach in other 

areas. The IVAR framework's sustainability factors are also discussed; club 

champions, expert facilitators, and collaborative partnerships. 

 

Interests 

The thesis demonstrated both strengths and challenges with incorporating 

the interests of autistic adolescents. Interests can be leveraged to motivate 

socialization and activity engagement (36,37,43,62); however, they can also 

have the opposite effect interfering with learning and socializing (63). Study 

Five's results somewhat reinforced this, with learning opportunities 

decreasing with the use of a Minecraft activity. While facilitators felt learning 

opportunities fell, socialization increased with autistic adolescents engaging 

in conversations surrounding Minecraft. The Minecraft activity's challenges 

were thought to be related to the activity being too closely aligned with the 

adolescent’s interest, making it difficult to refocus students. It is 

recommended that service providers select their learning platforms and 

software first and then modify activities to incorporate interests rather than 

using the direct interest in teaching and learning. This was achieved in the 

technology clubs by having flexible video game development software, such 

as Construct 2 (64). Construct 2 (64) provided a ‘blank canvas’ where 

students could make a video game about any interest. One student made a 

mathematics game, another student made a car racing game, while another 
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student made a platforming game. All facilitators were educated on how to 

use Construct 2 so that they could assist students in incorporating their 

interests into the activity.  

 

Previous research showed that autistic individuals avoided socially orientated 

interests (65); however, the social aspects of Minecraft were one of the most 

popular activities. A potential advantage of the strength-based technology 

clubs is that the clubs center on a common and genuine interest in 

technology, naturally encouraging socializing. The club was not promoted as 

a social skills group for autistic adolescents but rather a technology club. A 

social skills club centers on the social deficits associated with autism and 

does not necessarily facilitate the gathering of adolescents with similar 

interests. Common interests were not just shared between adolescents, but 

facilitators and autistic adolescents often shared interests. The facilitators 

were not health professionals but rather technology experts supported by a 

health professional through the research team. By design, technology clubs 

provided a space where people who shared an interest in technology could 

socialize. The broad appeal of technology motivated autistic adolescents to 

attend the club initially, with activities further modified based on individual 

interests. The results can be applied to clinical practice by building programs 

based on a broad central interest, identifying individual interests of 

participants, modifying activities to incorporate individual interests, and 

recruiting expert facilitators who may share interests with autistic 

adolescents. 

 

Value 

At its core, strength-based technology clubs value autistic individuals. The 

IVAR framework encourages service providers to avoid solely focusing on 

deficits and instead incorporate strategies that demonstrate the value of 

autistic individuals. Facilitators showed that they valued autistic adolescents 

by building technology competence, providing opportunities to showcase 

their skills, and using their strengths. The technology club applied 
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neurodiverse thinking (46,66), where facilitators did not view autistic 

adolescents as needing a ‘cure’ or to be ‘treated.’ Neurodiverse thinking 

encourages service providers to consider all aspects of the individual, 

including strengths and differences (46), and more broadly what is required 

for healthy adolescent development and transition into adulthood. The value 

component of IVAR can be applied throughout the intervention process in 

autism. For example, therapy assessment is often heavily deficit-based (67), 

yet therapists should identify strengths, abilities, and interests. Goal setting 

can move beyond the reduction of autism symptoms and progress to 

developing positive attributes like self-determination, connection with others, 

and confidence (67). The results challenge intervention solely focusing on 

remediating deficits, and encourages service providers to demonstrate the 

value of autistic individuals.  

 

Autonomy 

The IVAR framework is further separated from the medical model due to its 

focus on autonomy. The medical model creates a power difference between 

therapist and patient, as the patient is inherently considered to have reduced 

capacity, leading to health professionals or family members making decisions 

(46). Oppositely, within technology clubs, facilitators adopted an 

individualized approach, developed a mutual respect, and encouraged 

activity choice. 

 

To support an individualized approach, future services should complete a 

pre-assessment before adolescents attend. Information on autistic 

adolescents’ strengths, interests, preferred learning strategies, and previous 

activity experiences should be placed on a quick reference profile card to 

increase accessibility. Further, classes can be divided into smaller groups to 

increase familiarity between facilitators and adolescents. The use of smaller 

learning groups may help build rapport, provide more one-on-one learning 

(68), and create peer learning opportunities (69). 
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Mutual respect between facilitators and adolescents also supported 

autonomy. Mutual respect demonstrated the importance of recruiting 

facilitators with expert backgrounds as autistic adolescents admired technical 

skills (15–17). The results challenge autism interventions delivered via a 

health professional and encourage health professionals to adopt a 

coordinator role while technical experts provide the program. 

 

To support activity choice, each autistic adolescent was provided with an 

individual laptop which was provided by an industry sponsor. Additional 

hardware was also purchased, such as robots, to increase the range of 

technology activities available. It was initially predicted that individual laptops 

would facilitate greater autonomy by allowing a wider range of computer 

software to be installed. This would give facilitators greater freedom in 

following the interest of adolescents. Previous technology clubs (70) 

accessed computer laboratories of schools or tertiary institutions were limited 

in what programs they could install, limiting autonomy for adolescents. The 

hope was that task engagement would increase with greater choice, and 

challenging behavior (e.g., aggression, impulsivity, off-task, opposition) would 

decrease (40–42,71). While individual laptops were planned to increase 

autonomy, they limited the practicality of the technology club. Facilitators 

spent increase time fixing individual laptops, installing updates, or general 

maintenance of the laptops. The results encourage caution when increasing 

autonomy for autistic adolescents and display the potential impact on the 

practicality of autism services.  

 

To further support autonomy, autistic adolescents were able to choose from 

multiple technology activities. However, similar to the provision of individual 

laptops, this also impacted the practicality of the club. Facilitators felt that 

they did not have the technical expertise to teach multiple activities. The 

results indicated that increasing choice for adolescents increased practicality 

challenges. A balance needs to be achieved between providing activity 

choice to adolescents and ensuring that facilitators are not overwhelmed with 
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the technology activities offered. Having a smaller selection of activities, 

increasing facilitator training, or introducing activities that facilitators are 

already skilled in is recommended to increase the practicality while 

maintaining autonomy. In addition, facilitators were more critical of their 

technology knowledge than autistic adolescents; adolescents commented on 

how helpful and friendly facilitators were. Facilitators would benefit from 

increase training in a collaborative approach, where it is encouraged to learn 

with the student rather than having all the answers (15). 

 

The results encourage service providers to adopt an individualized approach, 

develop mutual respect, and provide activity choice. However, a balance 

needs to be achieved between activity choice and practicality, as the results 

showed providing more opportunities for autonomy made the activities more 

challenging for facilitators to deliver. 

 

Requirements  

The requirements component of IVAR is a reminder that even when providing 

strength-based services, the environmental needs of autistic adolescents 

cannot be ignored. This approach considers function in autism as a product 

of personal, social, and environmental factors (72). The technology clubs did 

not aim to remediate the sensory challenges of autistic adolescents but 

rather create a better person-environment fit, similar to what has been seen 

in employment research (73,74). A strength-based approach does not 

exclude providers from modifying the environment to better suit the 

individual. The requirements component also demonstrated the need for a 

safe and supportive social environment. This was achieved through autism 

exclusive clubs where adolescents reported belonging through their autism 

identity. It is predicted a graded approach to introducing non-autistic 

adolescents who are genuinely interested in technology could maintain a 

supportive social environment. Service providers should prioritize the feeling 

of belonging and like-mindedness, which can be achieved by focusing on 

common interests (15,17,57).  
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Club champions 

Club champions represented facilitators that focused on organizing, 

coordinating, and expanding the technology club. Club champions had a 

strong network within the local community and were driven by a mix of 

internal and external motivations. Club champions demonstrated a positive 

feedback loop of social capital, where volunteering produces community 

networks and socially connected people are more likely to volunteer (75,76). 

The sustainability of strength-based technology clubs is impacted by club 

champions who lead and improve the club by leveraging strong community 

networks. Typically, a health professional would oversee and coordinate an 

autism service; however, this thesis provides an example of community 

members adopting a leadership role. Therapists should consider how to 

engage leaders in the local community who could adopt the role of club 

champion. 

 

Expert facilitators 

Unsurprisingly, the sustainability of the club is dependent on recruiting and 

retaining expert facilitators. Autistic facilitators were valuable assets sharing 

their lived experience with autism while excelling in technical knowledge. 

Delivery of the technology clubs was reliant on volunteers, mimicking 

Australia’s reliance on volunteers for sporting clubs (75,77). Facilitators 

considered volunteering at the technology club no different from volunteering 

at the local sport club. However, considering this thesis hoped to contribute 

to improving adulthood outcomes for autistic individuals, including 

employment outcomes, it could be considered hypocritical that autistic 

facilitators were not paid. Future technology clubs aiming to employ autistic 

facilitators will need to consider if families pay a fee to attend the club or if the 

club is funded by the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). The 

NDIS represents the government funding provided to Australians with a 

disability (78). If approved, autistic adolescents and their families could use 

their NDIS funding to pay for attendance at the club, similar to how they 
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would pay for therapy sessions. It is not known how changing the club from a 

volunteer model to a fee-for-service model would impact the culture and 

expectations of the club. For example, if parents spend their NDIS funding on 

the club they may expect more therapeutic outcomes. Autism service 

providers should consider a mix of autistic and non-autistic facilitators, with 

future research required for the delivery of fee-for-service technology club. 

 

Collaborative partnerships 

The theme of collaborative partnerships represented the dynamic interaction 

between the technology club, a secondary school, and a university. The 

technology club provided a catalyst for a school-university partnership (79) 

where all stakeholders benefited. The technology club received increased 

resources, the school could develop alternative learning pathways for 

neurodiverse students, and the university can facilitate more research. The 

results encourage autism services to consider partnerships with schools and 

universities to form collaborative relationships that benefit all stakeholders.  

 

Additional research 

Future research should investigate developing strength-based assessment 

frameworks, rigorous testing of the IVAR framework through randomized 

controlled trials, further testing sustainability factors, and exploring the long-

term benefits of technology club participation. 

 

This thesis created a strength-based measurement framework to account for 

the lack of standardized strength-based assessments (67). Measurement of 

positive traits, such as self-determination, were selected due to their 

predictive nature of positive outcomes in adulthood (6,80,81). Future 

research should explore defining strength-based assessment for autistic 

adolescents by applying the thesis's measurement framework with a larger 

sample size. Assuming statistical significance is achieved, the measurement 

framework can be further reviewed and modified. 
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Future research should focus on more rigorous testing of strength-based 

technology clubs. A randomized control trial (RCT) is recommended with the 

intervention guided by IVAR framework (82). Currently, the studies identified 

in this thesis were mostly qualitative (15–17), and the strategies implemented 

under a strength-based approach were vague and varied. The IVAR 

framework provides a standardized approach to designing and delivering 

technology clubs for autistic adolescents. A RCT will offer the first evidence 

that technology clubs can build the positive traits needed for adulthood and 

demonstrate that a strength-based approach can improve adulthood 

outcomes for autistic individuals. Overall, quantitative data lacked 

significance in this thesis, potentially due to the sample size; however, 

qualitative themes consistently related to socializing and friendship. For this 

reason, social outcomes such as friendship and loneliness scales, should 

continue to be evaluated. Considering the potential impact on social 

outcomes, future RCT research could consider a social skill group training 

(SSGT) program as the control group. SSGT are delivered by therapists to 

groups of autistic children or adolescents with a structured lesson plan, 

typically starting by introducing of a specific social skill, followed by the 

therapist modelling the targeted social skill, participants practice the use of 

specific social skills through role playing, individual feedback on skill use and 

ending with a group discussion (55). SSGT relies upon learning and 

practicing specific social skills which aims to impact social functioning as the 

skills are generalized to scenarios outside of the social skill program (55). 

Previous RCTs have investigated the effects of SSGT on social competence, 

friendship quality, and loneliness, among other social outcomes (55). 

Strength-based technology clubs and SSGT fundamentally have different 

learning approaches, yet their outcomes are comparable. Strength-based 

technology clubs are aligned with implicit learning, whereas SSGT are 

aligned with explicit learning. Implicit learning is not a conscious decision and 

occurs incidentally when interacting with complex social situations (83). 

Explicit learning is conscious learning, with structured lessons targeting a 

specific skill (83,84). The literature displays mixed results regarding implicit 
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learning for autistic individuals, with some studies reporting intact implicit 

learning (83–86), while other studies involving infants found reduced neural 

evidence for implicit learning, specifically relating to language (87). A RCT of 

strength-based technology clubs may provide increased evidence for implicit 

social learning. Future strength-based technology clubs that focus on social 

and communication outcomes may seem counter-intuitive to a strength-

based approach; however, this thesis provides clear guidelines for the use of 

strength-based strategies. For example, using common interests between 

autistic adolescents to facilitate socializing and collaboration. 

 

Another potential control group that could be used in future RCTs relates to 

transition programs, specifically interventions that aim to improve self-

determination. Self-determination is very prominent in the transition service 

literature as it is considered a predictive factor for positive employment and 

education outcomes in adulthood (9,81,88). However, within the Australian 

context, it would likely be challenging to find a control group of autistic 

adolescents participating in other transitional programs due to the overall 

reduced engagement in transitional services (89,90). Strength-based 

technology clubs may be in a unique position due to the increased motivation 

of some autistic adolescents to engage with technology. As this thesis was 

primarily focused on defining and evaluating a strength-based technology 

club, future research should compare the suggested strategies with other 

self-determination interventions. A strength-based technology club that is 

highly focused on improving self-determination would make a significant 

contribution to transition research for autistic adolescents.  

 

Further investigation into the recruitment and retainment of autistic and non-

autistic facilitators is required. While some examples have been provided, 

specific differences between recruiting and retaining autistic and non-autistic 

facilitators are unknown. Future research should provide a detailed review of 

volunteer literature (91–94) and follow-up qualitative studies with autistic 

volunteers (60). Understanding what motivates individuals to volunteer 
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initially and what factors impact volunteers' retention will significantly 

contribute to sustainable technology clubs. 

 

Qualitative data from Study Five revealed two potential challenges to the 

IVAR framework: neurodiverse students and intense interest. The technology 

club has planned to expand to include neurodiverse students, not just autistic 

adolescents. Further research is required to determine whether feelings of 

safety and belonging can be maintained when the club accepts non-autistic 

students. It is thought that shared interests will form the catalyst for belonging 

rather than diagnosis (15,17,57).  The theme of intense interests also 

presented a challenge to the IVAR framework. While previously, interests 

were leveraged to increase motivation and engagement in learning activities, 

there is potential that the intensity of some interests will negatively impact 

learning (63). Further, strength-based technology clubs indirectly benefited 

social and communication skills as autistic adolescents developed 

friendships over common interests. Future research is recommended to 

provide guidance on using interests to benefit learning and social 

engagement while avoiding the negative impacts of intense interests. 

 

Perhaps the greatest strength of this thesis was that the technology club 

continued to operate independently within the community without the first 

author’s assistance. Autistic adolescents continued to attend the technology 

club for over 12 months, and future research should investigate the long-term 

outcomes of participating in technology clubs. This thesis's technology club 

has continued to expand and has collaborated with the host secondary 

school to provide more formal pathways into tertiary education and 

employment. Other strength-based technology clubs have taken a similar 

approach, where the club's network has assisted with work experience 

opportunities (70). Future research should capture improvements in positive 

traits required for adulthood and the ability of technology clubs to provide 

alternative pathways to tertiary education and employment. 
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Limitations 

The limitations of the thesis can be summarized by the research design, 

sample, and measurement framework. 

 

Research design 

Studies One, Two, Four, and Five had limitations relating to qualitative 

methods and analysis. Study One employed meta-ethnography has low 

reproducibility due to the time-consuming nature of data familiarity, 

extraction, and analysis (95). The subjective nature of data analysis further 

impacts reproducibility (96). Low-quality articles are not excluded in meta-

ethnography as they can contribute to thematic findings and do not 

negatively impact results as seen in quantitative synthesis (95). The meta-

ethnographic results are overrepresented by higher-quality studies that 

present exemplar quotes and, therefore, may not capture the full experience 

of autistic adolescents (96). Finally, the themes generated in this systematic 

review were not produced from raw data but rather reinterpreted from data 

already analyzed, and once again may not represent the full experience (97). 

 

The ethnographic approach used to collect qualitative data in Studies Two 

and Four was time-intensive (98,99), with the first author observing and 

participating in multiple technology clubs over many months. The first 

authors' immersion and prolonged exposure to multiple technology clubs 

make the results difficult to reproduce and increase the subjectivity of data 

analysis, as the interpretation of data is based on the first author's 

experiences (98). The potential lack of generalizability is a limitation of the 

ethnographic approach (98), as the experiences captured may not apply to 

technology clubs in other contexts. While Study Five did not apply an 

ethnographic approach, the first author's experiences impacted data 

collection and analysis. 
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The heavy focus on qualitative research in this thesis was justified as it 

attempted to identify the active ingredients of strength-based technology 

clubs guided by the MRC framework for developing and evaluating complex 

health interventions (20). The qualitative approach allowed the researchers to 

understand ‘how’ an intervention produces change and not just ‘if’ an 

intervention is effective. 

 

Sample 

Several limitations have been identified regarding the sample, specifically 

transferability of results and sample size. In Study Two, qualitative data was 

gathered from three different strength-based technology clubs that already 

provided a service to autistic adolescents. Demographic data, including 

diagnostic information, was collected via parent report rather than citation of 

medical records or performing the Autism Diagnostic Observation Scale 

(ADOS) (100). When recruiting autistic adolescents from the pre-existing 

technology clubs, this thesis promoted a focus on strengths, and so it 

seemed counter-intuitive to start the researcher-participant relationship with a 

medical focus, either through citing medical records or performing 

diagnostics assessments. Parent-reported diagnostic information, IQ, and 

comorbidities impacted the transferability of qualitative results. Similarly, in 

Study Four, demographic data were also collected via parent report. Study 

Four involved creating a brand-new technology club, which started with 

parent information sessions and advertising within the local community. The 

overall message during the recruitment phase was a focus on the strengths 

and abilities of autistic adolescents, and so the researchers felt it detrimental 

to the researcher-participant relationship to begin with a deficit focus on 

diagnostic criteria. Forming the most accurate description of the sample is 

required to support transferability in qualitative studies (101). As diagnostic 

information was primarily parent-reported the transferability was lessened. 

For example, parents may have forgotten to report a comorbidity, incorrectly 

reported a diagnosis, used a vague or incorrect acronym, or used outdated 

diagnoses, such as high-functioning autism, which is no longer considered an 

autism diagnosis. Balancing the requirements of research, such as citing 
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medical records or performing more clinical-based assessments, such as the 

ADOS (100), is challenging when promoting a program that focuses on 

strengths rather than deficits.  

 

The sample size was also identified as a limitation for Study Four and Study 

Five. Recruitment of participants for Study Four was limited by the resources 

available. Study Four received a funding grant to purchase hardware and 

software for the technology club, which included individual laptops for autistic 

adolescents to use. The number of laptops and the physical space available 

limited how many participants could be recruited. The limitations in 

resources, combined with participant drop out and participants declining to 

participate in research, resulted in a small sample size. Consequently, this 

limited statistical significance in quantitative results and therefore impacted 

the conclusions that can be drawn from pre-test post-test data. The sample 

size for the qualitative interviews performed in Study Five is also considered 

a limitation. Study Five commenced at 12 months post Study Four and 

conducted separate interviews with a facilitator, a parent, and a university 

coordinator. While the interviews provide valuable insight into how the 

technology club has continued for 12 months, it does not represent the full 

experience of parents or facilitators, including autistic facilitators, at the 

technology club. Further, autistic adolescents were not interviewed during 

Study Five, missing an opportunity to gather data on sustainability factors 

according to autistic adolescents. While the sample size was a limitation, 

efficacy testing was not the primary aim of this thesis. 

 

Representation of autistic voices 

Autistic individuals were involved throughout the thesis were possible. Study 

Three which described the theoretical development of the strength-based 

framework, was the only study to not actively include autistic individuals. 

However, Study Three drew from the results of Study One and Study Two, 

which both included the perspective of autistic individuals. Despite best 

efforts to involve the autistic community in research, the autistic voice was at 
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times overpowered by the experiences and opinions of non-autistic 

participants. This issue was especially noticeable when providing exemplar 

quotes. Exemplar quotes were provided in a table format and aim to provide 

the reader with a clear example of a theme. While many themes were 

identified by autistic and non-autistic participants, non-autistic quotes were 

often better suited exemplar tables. For example, both parents and autistic 

adolescents commented on the importance of shared interests in making 

friends; however, parents were able to convey this concept in a single 

sentence, whereas, when interviewing autistic adolescents, it was often more 

of a dynamic conversation that revealed this theme. Consequently, quotes 

from non-autistic participants provided more effective exemplar quotes of 

themes. To compensate for this, autistic quotes were represented in the main 

body of the thesis as more context could be provided. Despite this, it is 

acknowledged that it may be that the autistic voice has been less 

represented than the non-autistic voices. 

 

Measurement framework 

The primary aim of implementing the pre-test post-test measurement 

framework in Study Four was to explore the measurement framework's 

feasibility. Autism-related assessments typically focus on improvements in 

deficits (67), and consequently, a strength-focused measurement framework 

was created. The measurement framework primarily focused on improving 

traits associated with positive outcomes in adulthood, such as self-

determination, self-efficacy, and friendship. In addition, a domain-specific 

self-efficacy scale was created. Not all of the included measures had 

previously demonstrated psychometric properties with autistic adolescents, 

limiting the validity and reliability of the results. Study Four tested the 

feasibility of the measurement framework rather than the efficacy of 

technology clubs, and consequently, caution should be taken to interpret 

quantitative results. 
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Summary and conclusions 

This thesis described the development and evaluation of a strength-based 

technology club for autistic adolescents. Some autistic individuals' strengths 

are well-matched with technology-based tasks, leading to an interest in how 

technology clubs could improve employment outcomes for autistic 

adolescents. While limited, several strength-based technology clubs for 

autistic adolescents can be seen in the literature; however, most are 

qualitative. The qualitative data provided within the literature for strength-

based technology clubs primarily describes the experiences of autistic 

adolescents and their families; however, the intervention description is varied 

and vague, with limited guidelines on how to reproduce strength-based 

technology clubs. While qualitative data suggests promising results for 

strength-based technology clubs, efficacy testing cannot take place until a 

framework is developed that guides a standardized delivery of the 

intervention. In developing and evaluating a strength-based technology club 

for autistic adolescents, this thesis created the IVAR framework to 

standardize the approach. The IVAR framework guides the design and 

delivery of strength-based technology clubs through the four components of 

interests, value, autonomy, and requirements. This thesis's results provided 

the foundation needed to proceed with more rigorous efficacy testing of 

strength-based technology clubs. 

 

Current literature exploring strength-based technology clubs for autistic 

adolescents is primarily qualitative, and through exploring the experiences of 

autistic adolescents and their families, the literature suggests potential 

benefits to include improving self-confidence, providing opportunities to 

socialize, and helping to make friends (102). Anecdotal evidence within the 

Australian context suggested that technology clubs could also help prepare 

autistic adolescents for employment within the Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) industry (103). Further, some of the 

reported strengths of autistic individuals are well matched with technology 

task within ICT industry (72,104–107). Strength-based technology clubs 

demonstrate a clear example of clinical work preceding research, as there is 
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a clear lack of standardization in the design and delivery of the intervention. 

While the potential benefits have been suggested in qualitative data, there is 

little understanding to how exactly a strength-based technology club could 

improve outcomes for autistic individuals. This thesis aimed to provide the 

foundation for quantitative testing by employing the MRC framework (20) for 

developing and evaluating complex interventions. Consequently, there is a 

heavy qualitative focus in determining ‘how’ an intervention works, rather 

than quantitative testing focusing on ‘if’ an intervention works. The 

components that define ‘how’ an intervention produces change are referred 

to as the active ingredients. A systematic review was performed to determine 

the active ingredients of strength-based technology clubs. The results of the 

systematic review were expanding on through an examination of currently 

existing technology clubs. Despite limited research, autism service providers 

are currently providing technology clubs for autistic adolescents, which 

provided a unique opportunity to explore technology clubs through 

ethnographic methods. A comprehensive list of active ingredients was 

identified through reviewing the literature and reviewing existing autism 

practice. The active ingredients were converted to a set of principles by 

comparing the results to other health theories; the resultant product was the 

IVAR framework. The IVAR framework was applied to design and deliver a 

new strength-based technology club with its feasibility tested. The IVAR 

framework's feasibility was proven, and the technology club has continued to 

operate for over 12 months without the researcher’s assistance. An 

implementation follow-up study was completed, providing further advice to 

the implementation of the IVAR framework. 

 

While the IVAR framework was created through investigating technology 

clubs, the principles can potentially be applied more generally to a strength-

based approach in autism. Within the literature, studies often report the use 

of a “strength-based approach;” however, very few details are given to the 

strategies employed. This thesis challenges the current use of “strength-

based approach” in autism research, suggesting that applying a strength-

based approach involves more than a single strategy. The IVAR framework 
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has the potential to guide future strength-based research in autism through 

its four components: interests, value, autonomy, and requirements. The 

sustainability of future strength-based technology clubs is impacted by club 

champions, expert facilitators, and collaborative partnerships. 

 

This thesis has made a unique contribution to understanding the design and 

delivery of strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. 

Specifically, the results demonstrated that strength-based technology clubs 

are multifaceted with multiple active ingredients, focus on building positive 

traits required for healthy adolescence rather than remediate deficits, 

acknowledge and accommodate autism-specific needs, have the potential to 

improve social communication outcomes, support neurodiversity, and require 

a collaborative approach with the autistic community.  

 

In summary, this thesis provides the foundation for the design and delivery of 

strength-based technology clubs for autistic adolescents. Future research 

can now focus on demonstrating the efficacy of strength-based technology 

clubs using the IVAR framework to standardize their delivery. Standardized 

delivery would involve training facilitators and service providers to apply the 

IVAR framework, followed by a fidelity assessment. The IVAR framework 

often requires facilitators to apply a set of principles to the individual autistic 

adolescent, which would require initial training and feedback. The qualitative 

data suggests that technology clubs positively impact autistic adolescents; 

however, quantitative evidence remains scarce. It is acknowledged that not 

all autistic individuals have an affinity for technology; however, the IVAR 

framework sets an example of applying a strength-based approach within the 

technology context. Using a strength-based approach is not about ignoring 

the very real challenges associated with autism but rather ensuring equal 

attention is given to developing positive traits needed for adulthood. 
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Perhaps, this thesis's greatest achievement was the creation of a technology-

club, integrated within the community, where autistic adolescents felt like 

they belong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Belonging doesn’t require us to change who 

we are; it requires us to BE who we are.—

Brené Brown  
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